
A POEM COMPARISON OF DONNES ANNIVERSARY

Free Essay: Read the two poems carefully, bearing in mind that they were written at different times by different writers
and are open to different.

The tone of the last four lines aspires to majestic certainty, reinforced, as are all end-of-stanza quatrains, by a
single rhyme-sound. Let them love nobly and live adding year to year until they are sixty. All other things are
hastening to their decay; their love alone knows no decay. During this time, the kings and their countries, the
beauty of women, and the wit of the learned have all grown aged. None can do treachery to them, unless one
of them turns faithless. For now, the two are kings in their world of love, secure in their faithfulness, and he
hopes that they will be together for 60 anniversaries. In the three stanza poem, the poet commemorates the
first anniversary of seeing his beloved. The couple are entering their second year together, and are therefore
seen to be in the process of crossing the threshold between temporary liaison and permanent commitment. The
only danger that they need fear comes from themselves. The opposites of immortality and death are here
juxtaposed and reconciled. For now, the two are kings in their world of love, secure in their faithfulness, and
he hopes that they will be together for 60 anniversaries. For now, the two are nobleman in their world of love,
protect in their faithfulness, and this individual hopes that they may be jointly for 70 anniversaries. As with
much metaphysical verse, the focus is on the immaterial and spiritual over the physical and mortal. Elizabeth
Jennings realises that time has gently altered her parents, like the almost unnoticed touch of a feather. His love
experiences were wide and varied and so is the emotions range of his love-poetry. Love is timeless. Donne
shows understanding of time and how there is nothing that can stop time and days from moving forward,
coming to an end and starting again. If one grave might cover the two corpses, death would not separate them.
In your solution you should consider many ways in which Apporte and Jennings use form, structure and
language to present their thoughts and ideas. The Anniversaries by John Donne is a dramatic lyric in which the
poet celebrates his love which is now one year old. Elizabeth Jennings seems to think they are not aware of the
fire they have lost as their lives have cooled into side-by-side isolation. Although by this time, Heywood was
in exile in Malines, and had only six years or so to live, he had permission from Elizabeth I to visit England.
He had love affairs with a number of women, some of them lasting and permanent, others only of a short
duration. The Elizabethan poets gloried love, but their treatment lacked in realism and passion. Love faces
obstacles and sometimes is weakened; time can create more firm bonds though it can also change feelings or
the strength and power of love. The graves must hide their corpses. In contrast, the one ageless thing is the
unchanging love the poet shares with his lover. The rhythm between the two poems is also very similar but for
very different reasons; one to show the continual love between the lovers, the other to show the monotonous
tone to their married life. He juxtaposes this image with the supreme nature image, the sun, to encompass the
highest concepts of the whole world royalty and the life-giving sun â€”only to point out that these things are
mortal and have come one year closer to death since he first laid eyes on his beloved. In the opening lines
we're informed that a year has passed since the lovers "first one another saw". A contrasting factor between
your two poems is the sculpt; while Donne's poem is usually hopeful for the future and what holds, Jennings'
seems to speak with a sense of despair sometimes. In conclusion, the poems firstly contrasted in eras written,
are completely different in their approach and belief about love. The poet is the speaker and his beloved is the
listener. Thus, they will no longer have a unique and ageless relationship. Elizabeth Jennings, who
interestingly never married herself, seems to see love as short lived, in contrast with Donne who sees himself
being in love for at least 60 more anniversaries. He sweetly remarks that they will celebrate one anniversary
after another until sixty years have passedâ€”and therefore sixty anniversaries. Even when he talks of love in
the Platonic strain, he does not forget the body. Some of the metaphors are conventional.


